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Abstract—This paper describes a method to estimate the monetary remuneration for the EV user support in distribution grids. The economic expenses of the conservative reinforcement solution are used for developing the methodology which is first derived and afterwards applied to a piece of Danish distribution grid consisting of 127 customers. In the conservative scenario the DSO should invest approx. 388718 DKK (52000€) on new upgraded components. With EV support service the potential available money for the EV support remuneration is evaluated to be 187 DKK/week (25€/week). Considering a customer with an average EV load consumption, the annual remuneration would be 77 DKK (10€). It is concluded that, if the components are severely overloaded, for the DSO it is more cost effective to invest in components upgrade. Conversely if the components are barely overloaded or close to their limit, the EV user support can benefit both the DSO and the users.

Index Terms—Distribution grid, electric vehicles, loading issue, flexibility, user remuneration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the electric vehicles (EVs) are catching on the transportation sector market. On the other hand their impact on the distribution power systems is difficult to predict, because of their dependency on user behaviour, penetration level, distribution grid characteristics etc. [1] - [3]. Even though the difficulties on the forecast of the EV charging characteristics, given the increasing penetration of EVs in the market, the DSOs aim to be prepared to high EV penetrations, defining technical- and economic- strategies to deal with the problems the EVs can cause. Large EV integration requires different components contributions: control systems and strategies, new markets actors, market signals, new regulations etc. [4]. In the literature various authors investigate the economic value of the EVs based on different control strategies [4] - [9]. Revenue estimates vary from few euros per year to thousands euros, depending on control strategies, markets, charging assumptions, etc.. In [4] the authors estimated a service remuneration for EV support between 16 and 51\texteuro}/year per customer, in [5] the price per kWh of ancillary service provision is around 1.4 DKK (0.19€), in [6] the net profit varies around 2000 USD/year (1764\texteuro}/year) depending on the vehicle-to-grid (V2G) considered market and in [9] between 1200 and 2400 USD (1058-2116\texteuro}) a year by participating in the US frequency regulation market. In [8], a net profit of 910\texteuro}/year is found for the Danish frequency regulation market. Different values that strongly depend on the assumptions. For example in [4] the authors assumed a concurrent plug-in of all the vehicles at 18:00, in [8], [9] the vehicles are assumed to provide regulation services for 15 hours a day. In this paper, the authors aim at defining the value of the EVs and their monetary remuneration, when used as flexible active components for the distribution system network, based on real household consumption data and differentiated charging pattern scenarios. This paper analyses an alternative approach to the expensive reinforcement solution to loading issues. The analysis is applied to a Danish study case, previously investigated by the authors in [7], which could get heavily loaded during the simultaneous uncontrolled charging in the case of high EV penetrations. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II a general overview of the current DSO solution to congestion issues is outlined. Section III discusses the economic assessment of DSO-based service from EVs. Section IV and V present the technical and economic characteristics of the tested study case. Section VII concludes the article with the main outcome results.

II. CONSERVATIVE DSO APPROACH TO CONGESTION ISSUES

The current DSO solution to congestion issues is the upgrade of the constrained components. Transformer and distribution cables are the components that can get overloaded during operation. The upgrade of a transformer consists in replacing the existing transformer with a larger one. The new transformer has to be established in the same place, and the substation infrastructure adaptation, such as space, ventilation, and connection are considered the same of the old transformer. It has to be highlighted that it may not be the case and additional construction works could be needed.

In the economic analysis the transformers differ from other network components due to the following reasons [10]:

- The capital expenditure (CAPEX) to operation and maintenance costs (O&M) cost ratio is very large.
- No significant increase in failure rate with age have been observed until now, since failures tend to be of a
random nature. Nevertheless, the increase of risk failures is classified from 0.5% when the transformer has less than 15 years, to 3% when the transformer has more than 50 years (0.5% is excellent, 2% acceptable, ≥ 2% unacceptable) [10].

- There are no established criterion for technical lifetime estimation of the transformers.

Similarly to the transformer, upgrading the cables involves the expenses of the new cables and the replacement costs. In case of an upgrade, the new cable need a higher nominal current, which means larger cable section. Nevertheless the main cost comes from the replacement, which increases in urban and semi-urban distribution grids, where underground cables are mainly used.

In this paper the economic expenses for the upgrade of transformer and cables are based only on the CAPEX. The operating expense (OPEX) are assumed to be the same for old and new equipment.

III. ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF DSO-BASED SERVICE FROM ELECTRIC VEHICLES

In this section the EV service support is described as a new approach for solving congestion issues. The basic idea is that the DSO is allowed by the EV owners to decrease their active power consumption of the EVs when some components are about to be overloaded. In this way the components would not get overloaded and the DSO would not need to change/upgrade them. In the meantime the involved EVs would receive less power, a part of the energy consumption would be temporarily delayed and the charging time would consequently last longer. Without the EV users’ consent this strategy would not be applicable. To get the users’ acceptance a monetary remuneration is required, therefore the economic remuneration for the EV support is evaluated based on the cost of the component upgrade solution. In the rest of the manuscript the conservative solution to overloading issues, where the DSO invests in transformer and cables upgrading, is named ”economic scenario 1 (ES1)”. The proposed approach, where the DSO decides to postpone the components upgrade and adopt the EV support service is named ”economic scenario 2 (ES2)”. The ES1 and ES2 are graphically presented in Fig. 1. The lifetime of electrical components, such as transformer and cables, is generally considered to be 40 years [11], [12]. In ES1 the investment for the new components is made in year 0, when the upgrade of the components is required. In ES2 the investment is delayed \( x \) years, where \( x \) is the remaining lifetime of the component. \( x \) is function of the component age in year 0 and the amount of years the component is expected to work. In Fig. 1 it can be seen that, not only the first investment is delayed, but also the following ones. This means that, on the long-term the investment delay represents a saving for the DSO, which can invest the saved money on other purposes: in this case the EV user’s support. Thus, the DSO savings are in ES2 the maximum amount of money that the DSO has available to pay for the EV support service. Considering the economic lifetime of the new components of 40 years,

the money available for the EV support service \( (M_{EV}) \) is the amount saved for the \( x \) years as evaluated by Eq. 1:

\[
M_{EV} = \frac{CAPEX}{40} \cdot x
\]  

1

It is important to have a good lifetime estimation of the components, because this prediction affects the evaluation of the available money that the DSO can use for the EV support. The lifetime of transformer and cables usually varies between 30 and 50 years [11], [12], thus, with the same CAPEX but a longer lifetime, \( M_{EV} \) would be lower, decreasing the available money that the DSO can use for the EV support payment.

IV. TECHNICAL CHARACTERIZATION

A. Distribution Grid Characteristics

The methodology proposed in this paper has been applied to the grid in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. ES1 and ES2 framework comparison.

Fig. 2. Topology of simulated Tejn LV grid [7].
The grid has been analyzed by the authors in a previous work [7]. The model, simulated in DlgSILENT PowerFactory, consists of a radially run, semi-urban LV grid, based on a real network located in the Danish town of Tejn, Bornholm. The LV grid (Un=400V) is connected to the MV grid (Un=10kV) through a 10/0.4 kV 400 kVA distribution transformer and is supplied by under-ground cables. The grid consists of 4 feeders, with 127 users located as in Fig. 2. Similarly to previous Danish grid investigations [13], analyzing the data of week 10 from the Smart Grid Unit (SGU) meters present at the transformer St. 29, the grid is found to be unbalanced. Phase a is more loaded than b and c, so 40% of the measured three-phase load is set in phase a, 30% in phase b and 30% in phase c. The analyzed week is the winter week 9, from the 26th of February to the 4th of March 2018. The households electricity consumption is measured with the new smart meters installed under EU regulation and the total consumption can be seen in Fig. 3. The consumption of the considered week includes electric heating, meaning that the total consumption is actually higher than the average weekly consumption during the entire year. An inductive power factor of 0.96 is assumed. For more info about the grid characteristics refer to [7].

### B. Electric Vehicles Integration

The EVs are included in the simulation under the assumption that each household owns one car, which for a 100% penetration means 127 EVs. The EV charging characteristics are dependent on daily distance driven, human range anxiety, etc. [7]. The EV charging patterns are derived in [7]. It is relevant to consider differentiated charging patterns to avoid overestimation of the loading profile. Nevertheless, considering a conservative scenario, the EVs plug-in at 16:00, 17:00, 18:00 or 19:00, coinciding with households’ peak demand. All EVs have a capacity of 40 kWh Lithium-ion battery and they are three-phase units with a maximum charging rate of 11.1 kW (16A, 400V). The charging rate profile is constant during the charging time until 100% State of Charge (SOC) is reached, though in reality it would start to decrease after 95% SOC.

### C. Technical results

Fig. 4 summarizes the voltage of the most critical terminal on the left and the transformer and cable loading on the right [7].

![Fig. 3. Consumption profiles in the real Tejn LV grid week 9 2018, without EVs [7].](image)

**Fig. 3.** Consumption profiles in the real Tejn LV grid week 9 2018, without EVs [7].

**Fig. 4.** The figure shows: on the left the phase-to-neutral voltage for junction 4379; on the right the comparison mean, max and time duration of transformer and cable loading during one week [7].

### V. Economic Characterization

The economic scenarios, ES1 and ES2, previously analyzed are here applied to the case in Tejn, where the 100% EV penetration causes the transformer overloading for approx. 9.25 h and the cables St-10058 and 10058-10059 overloading for 2h and 25 min, respectively. First and foremost the techno-economic characterization of the upgraded transformer and cables, which should be used in ES1, are provided in Table I and II respectively. The total investment would be 388718 DKK (52000€), sum of the CAPEX of transformer and cables.

<table>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MV/LV Transformer characteristics</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Rated power</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
<th>CAPEX</th>
<th>OPEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3PH</td>
<td>115/0 kVA</td>
<td>40 years</td>
<td>215000 DKK (27800€)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal frequency</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated voltage, HV</td>
<td>10 kV</td>
<td>O&amp;M Cost Rate</td>
<td>3.50% of CAPEX/year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated voltage, LV</td>
<td>0.4 kV</td>
<td>O&amp;M Cost</td>
<td>11183 DKK/year (1498€/year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection</td>
<td>3PH</td>
<td>O&amp;M</td>
<td>2423 DKK/year (325€/year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
</table>

**Table I**

**Table II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable characteristics</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Rated voltage</th>
<th>Cross section</th>
<th>Cost per meter</th>
<th>OPEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3PH</td>
<td>10 kV</td>
<td>240 mm²</td>
<td>0.126 Ω/km</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated current</td>
<td>400 A (run ground)</td>
<td>OPEX input</td>
<td>0.069 Ω/km</td>
<td>10058-10059</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Resistance</td>
<td>15.1 km</td>
<td>O&amp;M Cost</td>
<td>2423 DKK/year (325€/year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenght cable St-10058</td>
<td>50 m</td>
<td>OPEX</td>
<td>2423 DKK/year (325€/year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenght cable 10058-10059</td>
<td>56 m</td>
<td>OPEX</td>
<td>2423 DKK/year (325€/year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cost per meter of the cable, AL PEX 4x240 mm, including material and wages.
**Total CAPEX for the replacement of the two cables St-10058 and 10058-10059.

Transformer and cables present in Tejn are 40 years old [7], but are in good conditions, and the DSO could use them for at least 10 more years. For this reason the remaining lifetime $x$ of Eq. 1 is assumed to be of 10 years. In Fig. 5 the two scenarios are demonstrated for the present case. Year 0 is considered as the present year, but assuming 100%...
EV penetration. Considering the same electric consumption for all the weeks of the 10 years, the money available for the EV support service for 10 years is evaluated using Eq. 2.

\[ M_{EV} = \frac{388718 \text{ DKK}}{40 \text{ y}} \cdot 10 \text{ y} = 97180 \text{ DKK} \]  

(2)

The 10 years, one year and one week savings are evaluated and provided in Table III.

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ES2: Maximum money available for EV support service payment.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Money available for 10 years</td>
<td>97180 DKK (13019 €)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money available per year</td>
<td>9718.0 DKK (1302 €)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money available per week</td>
<td>186.9 DKK (25 €)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A. Users’ remuneration**

The transformer loading was provided in Fig. 4. The consumption above the 400 kVA of the transformer is the energy\(^1\) that the DSO should move to avoid the overloading of the transformer. Neglecting the losses of transformer and cables, the energy is assumed to be completely provided by the EVs. During the support service the EV consumption is reduced, therefore the total charging time will last longer, until the EVs are fully charged.

The loading of the cables is provided as well in Fig. 4. The cables are overloaded when the transformer is already overloaded, as shown in Fig. 6 with a detailed overlap of transformer and cables loading from 12:00 to 24:00 on Saturday. If the support service is equally distributed between the EVs in the grid, it can be assumed that the moved energy, area between the apparent power of the transformer and the limit line of 400 kVA shown, will also reduce the cable loading. The energy to be moved during the entire week, due to overloading of the transformer, is quantified to be of 393 kWh.

Considering the potential saving from Table III and the moved energy per week, the ratio between the two gives the maximum payment per week of 0.48 DKK/kWh that the DSO would have available for the EV support service.

**VI. RESULTS**

The lower is the energy to move during one week, the higher is the amount of money per kWh that can be used by the DSO for paying back the moved energy. From the EV users’ perspective, this means that the EV support is paid less DKK/kWh when more support is provided. Considering an equal distribution of the moved energy between the charging EVs, the moved energy per EV owner is 3.09 kWh/week. Thus the savings for an average EV user\(^2\) are found to be 1.48 DKK (0.20 €) per week, and 77.0 DKK (10 €) per year. From the point of view of the DSO, the EV support in ES2 is used as alternative solution to components upgrade in ES1. The new components would represent a huge investment for the DSO, and as consequence the investment has to be preferable to other, if there are, alternatives. In this study case the transformer is overloaded for some hours in a week, but it has to be noticed that the household consumption during the year is not always high as during this week. In [7] it has been shown that the considered week is a highly loaded week, due to the presence of electric heating and the low outside temperatures. Having limited overloading, the EV support service becomes much more interesting for the DSO, as it would need to move a small amount of energy to avoid congestion. Since the domestic electricity consumption is higher in the winter, the DSO could buy the EV support service for a few months per year for a higher compensation per kWh. For example, buying the service only for three months the DSO could payback the EV support with 2.06 DKK/kWh (0.276 €/kWh). The above-described case is summarized in Table IV:

\(^1\)For simplicity the energy to move (in kWh) is derived from the apparent power in kVA. This is possible because of the small share of reactive power.

\(^2\)This approximation is made to give an average value of payment per customer, even though the EVs charging patterns are different and there would be some EV users earning more and some less.
The remuneration per kWh is higher than in the previous case, nevertheless the yearly remuneration for an average EV user would be the same (77.0 DKK/year). This is due to the fact that the available amount of money for the service remuneration is the same, and it would only be differently distributed over the year.

When looking at 100% EV penetration, not expected to happen before the 2050 [14], the electricity consumption growth has also to be considered. Indeed the investment delay can also be seen as an opportunity for the DSO to determine the most appropriate size of the overloaded components. For instance, if during the years the EV support service is proved to be a balanced solution for DSO, power system and users, the DSO could also decide to change the old components with new of the same characteristics. For the example in Tejn, the transformer could be changed after 10 years with a similar one of 400 kVA and the cables with new ones with same characteristics. Considering that the main price component of the new cables comes from the replacement, the cost of the new cables can be considered the same as the one seen in Table II. Contrarily, the investment for the transformer of 400 kVA is lower than the investment for a new one with 630 kVA. The difference between the two investments is of 116643 DKK (€) and it could be considered for the EV support service remuneration [7]. It has to be mentioned that, even though there are no written rules it is common practice to consider a maximum loading factor for the transformers equal to 70%. In this sense, the considerations made in the paper take the maximum load as 100%, but if the 70% rule is enforced, a lower EV penetration scenario would be problematic with consequences on the transformer size decisions [15].

### VII. Conclusion

In this manuscript the use of the EVs as service providers was investigated in attempt to avoid overloading issues in the power system. The techno-economic value of the service was derived from the point of view of the power system, aggregator and user. The traditional DSO solution to congestion issues was found to be preferable when the components are highly overloaded. On the contrary the EV support service is more cost-effective when the overloading periods are short and spread out in time. Nevertheless, the EV support service precludes the acceptance of the users to cooperate with the DSO for the grid management. The EV users accept the reduction of the EV electricity consumption during the charging time, to avoid overloading of grid components, in return of a monetary remuneration. The remuneration is evaluated based on the savings that the DSO would have if using the EV support service instead of upgrading the components. The investigation of a Danish low voltage grid showed that the conservative solution would require an initial investment of 388718 DKK (€) for upgrading the transformer and two cables. Based on this, it was found that the EV support service could be paid 0.48 DKK/kWh (€/kWh), and an average customer could earn approx. 77.0 DKK (€) per year. It can be concluded that with severe overloading the conservative solution is preferable due to the associated uncertainty when procuring the service with EVs. Whereas with limited overloading periods the EV support service is more cost-effective. Moreover, the overloading is mostly expected during winter, thus the DSO could benefit from the EVs for fewer months with the possibility of higher remuneration per kWh of support. The EV support generates benefit for the society, because it is procured and rewarded only when needed, whereas the grid reinforcement is a permanent characterization.
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### TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ES2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Money available for 10 years</td>
<td>97180 DKK (13019€)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money available per 3 months (12 weeks)</td>
<td>9718.0 DKK (1302€)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money available per week</td>
<td>810 DKK (109€)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moved energy during one week</td>
<td>393 kWh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum payment per kWh</td>
<td>2.06 DKK (0.276€)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>